
3 pcs.

3 pcs.

3 pcs.

2 pcs.

3 pcs.

Media thickness 5mm or less

Media thickness 2mm or less

40 pcs. x 5 c/s

3 pcs.

40 pcs. x 5 c/s

3 pcs.

Media thickness 7mm or less

15 pcs. x 5 c/s

Media thickness 10mm or less

3 pcs.

3 pcs.

Reflective sheet

2 pcs. Joint sheet

5 pcs. Sponge of thickness 20mm or less

10 pcs. Corrugated fiberboard

5 pcs.  AB corrugated fiberboard

5 pcs. Rubber of thickness 15mm or less

5 pcs.

Thick (E corrugated fiberboard)

Medium (Coated board)

Fine (Coated board, pleats)

E/B corrugated fiberboard

General corrugated fiberboard

120V 0.51/0.7KW (Filter is an option.)

220V 0.51/0.7KW (Filter is an option.)

240V 0.51/0.7KW (Filter is an option.)

120V 0.38KW (Filter is an option.)

220V 0.25/0.38KW (Filter is an option.)

240V 0.25/0.38KW (Filter is an option.)

Swivel cutter adjustment by dial type

Tangential cutter adjustment by dial type

＋81-268-64-2281

DB20246-11

●Some of sample images in this catalog are artificial renderings.●Specifications, design and dimensions stated in this catalog may be subject to change without notice for technical improvements etc. 
●The corporate names and merchandise names written in this catalog are the trademark or registered trademark of the respective corporations. ●Please note that descriptions and data in this
catalog are as of December 2019.

Available materials for processing

The above table is for the references. Please make sure to have a preliminary test.
The material marked with (*) is available with creasing roller, too.

It is an accuracy while pen plotting almost wihout the load.

Since electrical work may be necessary for vacuum unit, please consult in advance.

According to customer's application, 
a custom-ordered CF2 series can be manufactured. Please consult.Custom-ordered

 (*** mm): Models with sensor

Swivel cutter holder

  Swivel blade for vinyl sheet

  Swivel blade for small letters

  Swivel blade for rubber sheet

  Swivel blade for reflective sheet

  Swivel blade for fluorescent sheet

Cutter holder 4N

Cutter holder 2N

  High-speed steel blade 30 °

  Carbide blade 30 °

  Titanium-coated blade 30 °

  High-speed steel blade 45 °

  Carbide blade 45 °

  Titanium coated blade 45 °

Cutter holder 7N

  High-speed steel blade 30°7 mm

Cutter holder 10N

  Carbide design blade 30 °

  Joint carbide blade

Cutter holder RN

  Titanium coated both blades

Cutter holder JN

  Carbide both blades

Cutter holder 06(S)　
  Carbide blade 2 °

Cutter holder 07

  20 mm blade

  Carbide blade 17 °

Cutter holder 08 × 15

  Carbide blade 7 × 15

Cutter holder 09x5

  Carbide blade 25x5

  Creasing roller DN

  Creasing roller CN

  Creasing roller PN

  Creasing roller EN

  Creasing roller YN

  Pen holder

  Vacuum unit

  Vacuum unit

  Vacuum unit

  Vacuum unit

  Vacuum unit

  Vacuum unit

  Blade edge adjuster

  Blade edge adjuster II

Corrugated fiberboard  （E to B flute）*
Corrugated fiberboard  （AB flute）*
Coated board for packaging*

Vinyl chloride for clear package*

Corrugated plastic

Vinyl chloride sheet for signboard

Soft vinyl chloride  （0.5 to 10 mm）
Reflecting sheet

Sand-blast rubber

Industrial sheet rubber  （3 mm or less）
Industrial sheet rubber  （0.5 to 10 mm）
Pattern Happort

Teflon  （1.0 to 5.0 mm）
Resin belt.  （5.0 mm or less）
Various foam  （20 mm or less）

USA MIMAKI USA, INC.
Brazil MIMAKI BRASIL COMERCIO E IMPORTACAO LTDA
India MIMAKI INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Taiwan MIMAKI ENGINEERING (TAIWAN) CO.,LTD.
Singapore MIMAKI SINGAPORE PTE. LTD.

Europe MIMAKI EUROPE B.V.
Indonesia PT. MIMAKI INDONESIA
Australia MIMAKI AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.
China SHANGHAI MIMAKI TRADING CO.,LTD.
Thailand MIMAKI (THAILAND) CO.,LTD.





UJF-7151 plus
UJF-6042MkⅡ

JFX200 series
JV300/150 series

FineCut9

FineCut9

FineCut9

FineCut9

On demand process linked with inkjet printer without using screen nor die-maker

Print
Four register marks making
by [Creating Register Marks]
function

Loading the register marks
by CF2 for Print & Cut Cut Finish

The combination of FineCut9 and a register-mark 
sensor allows calibrated inclination of coordinates or 
distance to assure accurate cutting. The [Mark 
separation] function can also handle long media by 
cutting it multiple times.

Software downloadable from our 
website for your convenience!

Plug-in cutting software for Adobe Illustrator CC2019

NEW!!NEW!!
Standard feature

＜Main features＞
●Direct and simple cutting from Adobe Illustrator

●[Line Separation] function prevents over-cutting of media.

●[Multiple Cutting] function cuts the same place with different conditions
　such as pressure.




